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Abstract

Purpose: The measurement of standard visual acuity (VA) is the most

well-known part of any ophthalmic examination to indicate visual function.

Despite this, it is insensitive in detecting early disease changes. Therefore, other

visual function tests have been developed including low luminance VA (LLVA)

and low luminance deficit (LLD). This scoping literature review aims to sum-

marise the current published applications of LLVA and LLD assessments to evalu-

ate their utility as clinical markers and research outcome measures in a variety of

ophthalmic conditions.

Recent findings: Sixty-five peer-reviewed publications were included. LLVA was

pioneered for use in geographic atrophy, a subtype of age-related macular degen-

eration, which remains the mainstay of its clinical application. However, other

studies have reported additional useful applications in inherited retinal diseases

including rare maculopathies and rod-cone dystrophies. Although there are some

variations in testing methodology, use of the standard Early Treatment Diabetic

Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) chart with a 2.0 log unit neutral density filter is the

most popular approach. The optimal testing luminance is still to be defined.

Summary: Overall, LLVA is an earlier clinical marker of change in central retinal

function than standard VA. It has been shown to be a risk factor for disease pro-

gression and a better indicator of a patient’s level of everyday visual function. It is

inexpensive and simple to implement using readily available standard ophthalmic

equipment.

Introduction

The measurement of standard visual acuity (VA) is the

basis of any visual function examination despite it being

insensitive to early disease, or unable to differentiate differ-

ent disease stages in many retinal conditions.1–4 It is well

established that vision under low luminance conditions is

reduced compared with standard VA.5–8 This has led to the

development of the low luminance VA test (LLVA).9,10

Standard VA measurement is performed under photopic

conditions and represents central foveal cone function.

Mesopic conditions involve lower light levels, encompass-

ing light intensities from 0.01 to 10cd/m2, which is equiva-

lent to moonlight and standard indoor lighting.11 It is

assumed for mesopic vision that both rods and cones are

active; however, the exact physiology is unknown.12,13

A number of terms describe standard, high contrast,

photopic VA; here, this will be simply be referred to as

standard VA. Similarly, there are a number of terms

describing visual assessment in low light, including mesopic

VA and LLVA; we will use the latter description. The low

luminance deficit (LLD) is the difference between standard

and low luminance VA, and is reported frequently.9,10

Several aspects of LLVA assessment have been investi-

gated, including influencing factors and application under

different ocular conditions.5,8,9,14–16 Despite this work,

there is currently no standardised method of performing

the test.1,17 In this scoping review, we aim to analyse the
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applications of LLVA and summarise the findings, to

determine the test merits, optimum methodology and

scope for future investigation.

Method

A literature search was conducted up to 1 April 2020, using

MEDLINE and EMBASE. The inclusion criteria allowed

any publication that referred to measuring VA in low light

conditions. Table 1 details the literature search terms and

the screening exclusion criteria applied. After removing

duplicates, 498 results (including conference abstracts)

were excluded following abstract or full paper screening; 65

peer reviewed publications were subsequently included

(Figure 1).

Discussion and critical review

Reported uses of low luminance visual acuity in retinal

disease

There has been extensive application of LLVA and LLD in

dry age-related macular degeneration (AMD) and

geographic atrophy, but only one application in wet

AMD.18 Seven publications were retrieved investigating the

use of LLVA in inherited retinal conditions (Table 2).

These results highlight a need for further investigation in

other ocular diseases such as diabetic eye disease and

specific maculopathies.

Low luminance visual acuity testing methods & validity

There are differences in the LLVA measurement methods

and techniques used to attain mesopic luminance across

different studies and research centres (Table 3). Some vary

chart light levels, whilst others use neutral density (ND)

filters to reduce the luminance level entering the eye. There

is also inconsistency in the mesopic luminance level used

and period of dark adaptation undertaken. If LLVA is

adopted as a routine clinical measure, it is important to

establish an optimised and standardised methodology.

Here we review the findings from the more popular

methodologies to determine the optimum approach.

Background luminance Level

Lin et al.70 investigated LLVA in 40 healthy subjects at

luminance levels of 3.0, 0.75 and 0.38 cd/m2 using both

reduced monitor luminance and ND filters. They found

that 0.75 cd/m2 provided clinically significant and

Table 1. The literature search terms and screening exclusion criteria

used to conduct the search

Search Terms

Visual Acuity

Low Luminance

Mesopic Vision

Low Light

Decreased Luminance

Decreased Light

Screening Exclusion Criteria

Electrophysiology

Reading tests

Non-human subjects

Glare

Dark Adaptation

Motion Detect

Low contrast tests

Low luminance low contrast acuity

The Skill Test

Figure 1. The literature search, screening process and results.
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repeatable results. Johnson and Casson also used ND filters

to reduce luminance levels to 75, 7.5, 0.75 and 0.075 cd/

m2, in conjunction with a high-resolution monitor. They

found that decreasing background luminance was associ-

ated with a linear decrease in LLVA.8 Similarly, Rabin5

reported that increasing luminance from 0.23 to 116 cd/m2

generated a three times increase in VA in five healthy sub-

jects. For each doubling of light intensity, there was a corre-

sponding improvement of VA of approximately two letters.

Rabin reported that the VA changes between 100 and

1.0 cd/m2 remained within normal clinical limits (i.e.,

around 6/6). VA was only significantly decreased when the

background luminance intensity was less than 1.0 cd/m2.

Cocce et al.24 reported improved LLVA sensitivity in early

and intermediate AMD subjects at a background luminance

of 0.5 cd/m2. Therefore, for significant LLVA results in

both healthy and disease groups, the target background

luminance should be <1.0 cd/m2. Small variations in lumi-

nance levels are likely to be clinically insignificant; however,

a wide range of luminance levels could vary visual perfor-

mance. This is a limiting factor of LLVA, which could be

improved if a standard target low luminance level was

established and the luminance level recorded alongside the

LLVA measure.

1.5 log unit neutral density filter

Five studies from the University of Alabama used an elec-

tronic letter chart with a 1.5 log unit ND filter.27,28,35,67,71

Four of these studies reported limited discriminatory value

for LLVA compared with standard VA. Owsley et al.35

observed that whilst impaired LLVA was a risk factor for

the development of early AMD, LLVA remained stable over

Table 2. Lists the reported applications of low luminance visual measures by disease subject group and study topics

LLVA Publication Categories

Disease/Study Topic

Subtype

Proportion of studies

(%)

LLVA/LLD Use or Study

Purpose Citation

Retinal Disease Groups

Age-related macular degeneration Dry AMD 19 (29.2) PROM Studies 16,18–20

LLVA Validation 2,21–31

Outcome measure 32

Natural History Study 33,34

Wet AMD 1 (1.5) Outcome measure 35

Geographic Atrophy 10 (15.4) Outcome measure 36–41

Natural History Study 9,10,42,43

Inherited Retinal Disease Macular telangiectasia type 2 1 (1.5) Validation 44

Pseudoxanthoma Elasticum 1 (1.5) Validation 45

Macular Foveal Capillary

Syndrome

1 (1.5) Validation 46

Retinitis Pigmentosa 3 (4.6) Validation 47–49

Choroideremia 1 (1.5) Validation 50

Other maculopathy Central Serous Retinopathy 2 (3.1) Validation 51

Outcome measure 52

Non-specific visual impairment 1 (1.5) PROM Study 4

Anterior Eye Groups

Intraocular lenses IOL Comparison 1 (1.5) Outcome measure 53

Keratoconus Intrastromal Corneal Ring

Implant

1 (1.5) Outcome measure 54

Multifocal 2 (3.1) Outcome measure 55,56

Contact Lenses Orthokeratology 1 (1.5) Outcome measure 57

Visual Function Groups

Amblyopia 2 (3.1) Validation 58,59

Lifestyle Sports Vision 2 (3.1) Outcome measure 60,61

Driving 4 (6.2) Validation/Outcome measure 14,17,62,63

Aviation 2 (3.1) Outcome measure 64,65

Occupational standards 1 (1.5) Outcome measure 66

Physiology (Studies involving only healthy

subjects)

Standardisation 2 (3.1) PROM study 67

Validation 68,69

Luminance Levels 4 (6.2) Validation 5,8,15,70

Ocular imaging 2 (3.1) Outcome measure 71,72

Total 65

Patient reported outcome measure (PROM). Age related macular degeneration (AMD).
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the three-year study period, thereby limiting the usefulness

as a clinical trial outcome measure. Further, Owsley et al.27

also reported no significant difference in LLVA between

early AMD subjects and healthy age-matched controls.

Similarly, LLD was not sufficiently sensitive to quantify

self-reported low luminance difficulties in healthy sub-

jects.67 Also, Neely et al. reported LLVA was insensitive to

the presence of subretinal drusenoid deposits.28 LLVA may

have reduced sensitivity compared to standard VA when

using the 1.5 log unit ND filter, due to insufficiently dark

conditions; this was also suggested by Owsley et al.35 How-

ever, using the same test set up, Crosson et al.71 found both

LLVA and rod mediated dark adaption was significantly

worse in eyes with pathological features (such as epiretinal

membranes and macular telangiectasia type 2) detected

with optical coherence tomography, but judged healthy by

colour fundus photography.

2.0 log unit neutral density filter method

Sunness et al.10 utilised the Early Treatment of Diabetic

Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) letter chart with a 2.0 log unit

ND filter to provide LLVA and LLD values for subjects with

geographic atrophy. This is emerging as the standard LLVA

approach, since 26 studies (mostly randomised control

trials for AMD) have adopted the method. Of these, 81%

(21/26) reported that LLVA or LLD provided useful addi-

tional information beyond standard VA. In five studies,

LLD has been shown to be a strong predictor of geographic

atrophy progression and subsequent VA loss.10,38,39,41,43

LLD is significantly reduced in patients with macular

telangiectasia type 1, choroideremia and pseudoxanthoma

elasticum when compared with healthy controls.44,45,50

LLVA has been recommended as a clinical trial outcome

measure for dry AMD, geographic atrophy and retinitis

pigmentosa.25,37,75 In an interventional trial assessing a

potential treatment for geographic atrophy, LLVA was sig-

nificantly reduced in subjects receiving higher doses, thus

proving to be a useful safety marker of retinal toxicity.38 In

wet AMD subjects receiving anti-VEGF treatment, LLD

showed strong prognostic value, independent of standard

VA. A higher proportion of subjects with a small difference

between standard VA and LLVA (i.e., small LLD) at screen-

ing subsequently experienced significant three-line and six-

line standard VA gains compared to those with a larger

LLD at screening, who went on to experience larger stan-

dard VA declines.18 Although these findings were from a

large randomised controlled trial (with 1084 subjects), they

are yet to be replicated.

2.0 log unit neutral density filter luminance level. Pondorfer

et al.2 showed that LLVA differed significantly from

standard VA in cases of intermediate AMD, with a 2.0

log ND filter reducing ETDRS chart illumination to

1.5 cd/m2. The background luminance level is a critical

factor in the significance of the results. The average

ETDRS chart luminance is 160 cd/m2,76 while a 2.0 log

ND filter reduces luminance by 100 fold. Hence, with

the standard ETDRS chart as the only room luminance

source, attaining the previously recommended luminance

of less than 1.0 cd/m2 is unlikely with a 2.0 log unit

ND filter, since the achieved low luminance level is

likely to be around 1.6 cd/m2. Given the widespread

application and usefulness of this particular approach,

this may still be adequate.

Strategies to achieve darker conditions include using

chart bulb filters to reduce standard ETDRS luminance to

85 cd/m2,76 before introducing the 2.0 log ND filter (to cre-

ate 0.85 cd/m2 LLVA conditions). Alternatively, using den-

ser ND filters (if available) such as a 2.5 log unit ND filter

would reduce luminance by 3169 to 0.5 cd/m2, or a 2.3 log

unit ND filter generating a 200-fold luminance decrease

(0.8 cd/m2). These may improve test sensitivity, although

the effect of different light levels on the LLVA may only be

small in concordance with Rabin et al.5 In addition, darker

conditions may increase floor effects in subjects with more

advanced retinal disease.

Table 3. Low luminance visual acuity testing methods described in lit-

erature

LLVA Testing Methods n References

Electronic screen chart

With 1.5 log unit ND filter 5 27,28,35,67,71

With ND filter range 3 5,8,17

Modified screen luminance 1* 51

Modified screen luminance &

filters

1 73

With reduced luminance e.g.

0.75, 5.0 cd/m2

2 23,64

ETDRS letter chart

With 1.5 log unit ND filter 1 9

With 2.0 log unit ND filter 26* 2,10,18–22,25,26,30–34,38–

41,43–46,48,50,52,66

With ND filter range 1 4

Reduced luminance with

opaque sleeve or shutters

2 68,69

Reduced chart luminance e.g.

5.2, 2.5 or 0.1–0.2 cd/m2.

8 15,29,54–57,62,72

U23 4% Noir Filter 1 47

Other chart types: E.g. Snellen, Projector

With range of ND filters 2 14,59

Reduced chart luminance 1 60

Non-specific test methodology 9 36,37,42,49,53,58,61,63,65

*LLVA methods comparisons

ETDRS/Electronic chart

2 24,74

Total 65

Neutral density: (ND).
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Normal low luminance deficit values. To obtain a standard

LLD for healthy individuals, control data were plotted from

six separate studies using the ETDRS chart with a 2.0 log

ND filter method (Figure 2). The combined mean LLD was

10 ETDRS letters, with five of the studies showing a 95%

confidence upper limit of 13 ETDRS letters or less. There-

fore, this suggests that patients with a LLD of more than 13

ETDRS letters warrant further investigation. However, the

combined mean age for the healthy control subjects was

64 years. Hess et al.45 reported a mean LLD of 6.1 (�1.4)

ETDRS letters in a younger sample (mean age 52.2, range

23–72). LLVA in healthy individuals declines with age,

more than standard VA, thereby resulting in a larger

LLD.14,17,72 This change with age may be due to decreased

cone density77 or lens opacities. Further investigation to

provide a more comprehensive normal (healthy) LLD

range for younger patients would be of great relevance in

the application of LLVA in diabetic retinopathy or inher-

ited retinal conditions where the patients are of working

age. However, for now a LLD greater than 13 letters pro-

vides a conservative estimate to prompt further investiga-

tion.

Standard vs computer testing

Computer based VA systems use is increasing, as they offer

versatile testing options. There are two ways to achieve

LLVA with a computerised chart. For example, two studies

reported robust and reproducible LLVA results using a

computerised testing chart (Innova Systems, www.innova

systemsusa.com/), with the background luminance adjusted

to 1.3 or 0.5 cd/m2.15,22 Increased sensitivity was found

with a 0.5 cd/m2 background luminance computer chart

compared to the standard ETDRS chart with a 2.0 log ND

filter.24

The alternative approach is to maintain the standard

monitor illumination settings and apply ND filters to

reduce the luminance levels.5,8 However, further investiga-

tion is required to determine the level of agreement with

the standard ETDRS chart in conjunction with a 2.0 log

unit ND filter.

Dark adaptation

It is known that sensitivity to low light improves after dark

adaptation.11 Accordingly, variable periods of dark adapta-

tion have been applied prior to LLVA measures (Table 4);

however, only a couple of studies have attempted to assess

the duration of dark adaptation on LLVA systematically.5,9

Rabin reported that maximum VA improvement occurred

after six minutes of adaptation in healthy subjects.5 Con-

versely, Sunness et al.9 concluded that dark adaptation was

not required, as 65 subjects with geographic atrophy did

not display clinically significant changes following five min-

utes of adaptation. Furthermore, Hess et al.45 reported no

link between impaired dark adaptation and LLVA, con-

cluding that LLVA does not represent a surrogate marker

for dark adaptation defects. However, it remains uncertain

whether dark adaptation influences LLVA variability, either

in healthy controls or cases of retinal disease where the rate

of dark adaptation may be impaired. It is unclear whether a

longer LLVA test duration, and hence more dark adapta-

tion time, could bias results. Since the left eye is generally

tested after the right eye, it may be at an advantage as it has

Figure 2. Forest plot for low luminance difference (LLD) across six studies (130 subjects) with healthy controls using the ETDRS chart and a 2.0 log

unit neutral density (ND) filter to measure low luminance visual acuity (LLVA). The grey dashed line denotes the upper LLD normal limit.
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a longer time to dark-adapt behind the occluder, thereby

increasing retinal sensitivity before the LLVA measurement.

Further investigation is required to determine if this is

indeed the case.

Test retest repeatability

Several studies have reported LLVA test-retest repeatability

values between �0.1 and 0.13 LogMAR (5–6.5 ETDRS let-

ters) in both healthy subjects and those with AMD,1,22,23,68

despite adopting different methodologies to generate low

luminance conditions (Table 3). This level of test-retest

repeatability is comparable with the standard VA repeata-

bility of �0.15 logMAR.78

Links to visual function

LLVA is hypothesised to be a better marker of everyday

visual function under low light conditions than standard

VA. And yet studies involving visually healthy, older age

groups reported that neither LLVA nor LLD were associ-

ated with significant changes in quality of life measures or

disability questionnaires.4,35,72 This contrasts with AMD

studies where quality of life measures correlated signifi-

cantly with LLVA and LLD in all stages of the disease.16,19–

21

Driving

The Salisbury Eye Evaluation Study investigated whether

LLVA (luminance level 5.2 cd/m2) is a useful marker of

nighttime driving ability, but found that LLVA was not a

significant predictor of car crash risk.62 Sivak and Olson63

reported that the nighttime driving performance of six

older and six younger drivers was comparable when their

LLVA scores were matched. Despite the small sample size,

these authors recommended LLVA as a more relevant

evaluation of nighttime driving than standard VA, and con-

cluded that visual deficits, rather than difficulties with

information processing, were responsible for poor driving

performance. The differences between these two studies

likely stems from the different luminance levels adopted.

Two additional investigations reported that LLVA was a

better predictor of driving visual performance than stan-

dard VA, and therefore should be included in driving visual

assessments.14,17 Before any formal driving standard rec-

ommendations can be made, the levels of LLVA deemed

safe for driving must be determined.

Low luminance visual acuity physiological functional

mechanisms

LLVA is widely considered to be reflective of foveal cone

function, due to a high correlation with standard VA and

cone contrast testing.18,24,79 Although LLVA is less affected

by crowding effects, suggesting different spatial processing

to standard VA.1 However, the exact functional mechanism

behind LLVA remains unclear.

Owsley et al.35 discussed three possible physiological

functional mechanisms related to LLVA. Firstly, reduced

LLVA may reflect compromised cone sampling density in

the central fovea and impaired cone mediated resolution.

Advances in adaptive optics could investigate this pro-

posal.77 Secondly, rod photoreceptors may contribute to

LLVA via rod-cone coupling in the parafoveal region. Rod

degeneration may result in reduced central foveal sensitiv-

ity. However, a recent study suggested no link to rod func-

tion, as there was no significant correlation between

AdaptDx (www.maculogix.com) scotopic rod function and

LLVA in patients with retinitis pigmentosa.47 The same

study reported a significant correlation between perifoveal

scotopic cone function and LLVA, supporting the notion

that LLVA reflects foveal cone function. The third proposed

mechanism is that LLVA depends on cone-to-cone circuits,

via horizontal and amacrine cells in the plexiform lay-

ers.13,35 It is possible that LLVA is a reflection of multiple

mechanisms, including cone sampling density and cone-

cone coupling.

An investigation using scanning laser ophthalmoscopy

analysed fixation in a patient with progressive maculopathy

noted that the preferred retinal locus switched consistently

and reproducibly from the fovea in photopic conditions to

a specific, perifoveal location under mesopic conditions.80

The mechanism for this switch was unknown; however, it

is possible that the preferred retinal locus, in low light, is

driven to larger areas of preserved retinal sensitivity. This

suggests that LLVA is dependent on a critical area or vol-

ume of preserved retinal sensitivity, and therefore a mini-

mum ‘cone-circuit’.

Table 4. Lists the dark adaptation times used in different studies mea-

suring low luminance visual acuity

Allocated Dark Adaptation Time n Reference

Time

Non-specific time 1 65

2 min 3 4,47,59

5 min 3 9,66,70

6 min 1 5

7 min 1 50

10 min 6 15,29,44,54,68,72

15 min 2 8,55

30 min 1 17,63

Dark adaptation stated not required 2 10,19

No dark adaptation time specified 45

Total 65
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Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity and LLVA are highly

correlated in healthy individuals, suggesting that both tests

reflect similar retinal function.1,17,47 As they assess interme-

diate spatial frequencies, they may represent functional spa-

tial neural summation.11 However, the varying light level

arrangements for each test may reflect different functional

mechanisms.50

It remains unclear whether LLVA is a reflection of central

foveal function, as suggested by Sunness et al9 or is influ-

enced by parafoveal input. Studies involving parafoveal

pathology with a preserved central fovea (e.g., macular

telangiectasia type 1, central serous retinopathy and non-

foveal geographic atrophy), have reported significantly dif-

ferent LLVA results compared to standard VA.43,44,51,81 In

those cases with pathology affecting the central fovea, LLVA

was less useful,22 presumably because standard VA was also

impaired. For this reason, LLVA and LLD results should

not be interpreted in isolation but in unison with standard

VA to ensure a comprehensive understanding of central

retinal function. Overall, LLVA appears to be a more sensi-

tive and earlier clinical marker of central retinal sensitivity

in the presence of good standard VA.41

Limitations

Efficacy comparisons have been challenging due to the vari-

ety of methodologies employed by different study groups

(Table 3). Nine investigations did not provide sufficient

LLVA methodology details to replicate their

study.36,37,42,49,53,58,61,63,65 Even where detailed test method-

ology was reported, the luminance levels used appeared to

be missing. In addition, it is challenging to quantify how

useful the application of LLVA is in different scenarios as

the sensitivity and specificity of the LLVA test as a screen-

ing tool has not been reported.

Where LLVA was used within a natural history of disease

study or a randomised control trial, these investigations

tended to include large subject numbers. However, most

studies delivering useful insights into the impact of lumi-

nance levels on VA included only small participant num-

bers.5,8 Similarly, in those studying rare diseases, large

sample sizes are not feasible, but results can still be valu-

able.44,45,47,50

Finally, many of the studies categorised subjects via fun-

dus image characteristics, such as the Age-Related Eye Dis-

ease Studies (AREDS) classification of AMD,82 as opposed

to using newer technologies such as optical coherence

tomography to categorise disease subgroups. Despite the

success of the AREDS classification systems,83 those with

reticular pseudodrusen can be difficult to define accurately

and may be misclassified.84 Similarly, the AREDS system

does not take into account different high risk AMD

genotypes.85 These two limitations could increase variabil-

ity in the LLVA functions within categorised disease stages.

Conclusion

In summary: 1. The ETDRS chart with a 2.0 log unit ND

filter is the most commonly used LLVA testing methodol-

ogy. 2. Further investigation to establish the recom-

mended target luminance level is required. 3. The

mesopic luminance level used should be recorded with

the LLVA score to aid consistency and reduce variability.

4. LLVA is likely a marker of foveal and parafoveal cone

function in low light. 5. Low LLVA is a risk factor for dis-

ease progression in geographic atrophy, but further inves-

tigation is required for other ophthalmic diseases. 6.

Patients with a LLD above 13 ETDRS letters (0.14 Log-

MAR) should warrant further clinical investigation. 7.

LLVA is a complementary marker to standard VA, indica-

tive of central retinal sensitivity, and should be used in

reference to standard VA. Scope for further investigation

includes: validating LLVA utility in other retinal condi-

tions, identifying a normal LLD upper limit for younger

individuals and standardising computerised testing set ups

and working to understand influencing LLVA variability

factors such as dark adaptation or testing at lower light

levels. These investigations will help to standardise the test

and encourage adoption into clinical practice.

While microperimetry and other visual function tests are

potentially more sensitive than LLVA,20,22,33,34,44 they

require extra equipment, resources and longer test dura-

tions. LLVA has the advantage of being inexpensive, repeat-

able, utilises basic ophthalmic equipment and is simple to

conduct.10 It also enables earlier detection of retinal disease

changes. The review demonstrates the scope to optimise

test methodology for future clinical applications. We

believe LLVA should be implemented beyond clinical trials

into standard ophthalmological and optometric care.
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